WEBUY BUYERS POLICY
Last updated: March 17, 2020
This policy is a part of our Terms of Use. By using any of WeBuy's services as a buyer, you are agreeing to
this policy and our Terms of Use.

1.

PURCHASES ON WEBUY

WeBuy provides a platform allowing buyers to discover products and services ("Goods") they're interested
in, and purchase them from sellers in their vicinity or in the vicinity of a location of their preference.
However, WeBuy is not a part of that transaction. By shopping on WeBuy, you represent and warrant that
you understand that:
i.

You are not buying any Goods directly from WeBuy, but from an independent seller whom you
have initially engaged with via the WeBuy service.

ii.

WeBuy does not guarantee or endorse any seller, nor any Goods sold on by a seller, or any content
posted by sellers.

iii.

Each WeBuy seller has its own processing times, shipping methods, and policies.

iv.

You assume all responsibility in dealing with a seller.

v.

Upon making a purchase from a seller on WeBuy, you agree that: you have read the Goods
description and shop policies before making a purchase; that you have remitted payment for your
purchase in accordance to the conditions of sale, and provided accurate shipping information to
the seller.

If you have encountered an issue with your purchase (e.g. non-delivery, damaged or not as described
Goods) please contact the seller directly for resolution.
If the case has not been resolved, you may report it to us for review, using the following email address:
app.support@wby.io
WeBuy will review each report on a case by case basis, at WeBuy's sole discretion, and may or may not act
upon your report or may not act as you expected. You hereby represent and warrant that you understand
that WeBuy only provides this feature in an attempt to provide a safe and friendly environment for buyers,
but under no circumstances will WeBuy have any liability with regard to a dispute between a buyer and a
seller or in connection therewith.
2.

EARNINGS AND WITHRAWEL
i.

The conversion ratio for the earnings presented in WBY internal tokens (points) is 0.25USD/WBY.
The Company is entitled, at its own discretion, to change the conversion ratio at any time with
notification to the buyers via the WeBuy Platform.

ii.

Earnings amounts are dependent on the then current "liquidation events" as per Company
decision. Liquidation events on general, and earnings amounts in particular are subjected to change
and updates at company's discretion at any time with notification to the buyers via the WeBuy
Platform. Liquidation events and earning amounts to-date are:
a. Every registered business firstly presented by buyer via WeBuy Platform - 6USD.
b. Every registered buyer firstly presented by buyer via WeBuy Platform - 1.5USD.
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iii.

Third Party Fees – Company shall deduct from earnings fees charged by platforms such as PayPal in
return for the earnings transfer to buyers' account.

iv.

Tax issues - Company is entitled, at its own discretion, to withhold all relevant taxes, in accordance
with the laws of buyers' domicile.

v.

Fraud and Unfair behavior - Company is entitled, at its own discretion, to cancel all earnings in case
of detection of such behavior.

vi.

Company shall be entitled to perform, in condition to earnings withdrawal, "Know Your Customer
procedures in accordance with the relevant law.

vii.

As of this date, no earnings withdrawals can be made. Earnings will be accrued in favor of
buyers until such time as the Company decides that such withdrawals may be made .

3.

REVIEWS

WeBuy's platform allows buyers to leave a review of a seller, or of purchased Goods. By leaving a review,
you acknowledge that any content contained therein, shall not:
i.

Violate WeBuy's Terms of Use or any of our policies;

ii.

Contain personal data.

iii.

Contain advertising or spam.

iv.

Contain abusive, threatening, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, racist, or harassing language or
imagery.

v.

Violate, or cause WeBuy to violate, someone else’s intellectual property rights.

vi.

Contain false, deceptive, or misleading content.

vii.

Contain prohibited medical drug claims.

viii.

Contain threats or extortion.

We reserve the right to remove reviews at any time, at our sole discretion (for example, reviews that
violate our policies or Terms of Use or our Policies).

4.

CODE OF CONDUCT

To make sure that WeBuy continues to be a safe and respectful place to its users, you agree to comply with
the following policies:
i.

Adhere to at all times to WeBuy's policies, and don't encourage others to violate WeBuy's policies.

ii.

Be honest and transparent. Provide honest, accurate information about you. Don't use a fake
identity.

iii.

Respect others' privacy. Don't collect, use or share private or personally identifying information
other than as permitted herein, and in accordance with WeBuy's Privacy Policy.

iv.

Be respectful towards other members. Don't publicly disparage other sellers, buyers, shops,
products or services.
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v.

Use respectful language. Profanity, obscene, vulgar or any language intended to hurt others is not
permitted.

vi.

Don't engage in illegal activity or activity that infringes someone's intellectual property, or
encourage others to engage in that type of activity.

WeBuy reserves the right to take action against any account or content that violates this policy, including
but not limited to, removing your shop, product or service listings, temporarily or permanently pausing or
deleting your WeBuy account, without derogating from any other right WeBuy has under these Terms or
any applicable law.

5.

ANTI DISCRIMINATION

At WeBuy, we consider equality to be a fundamental value of our Service, and we forbid any act of
discrimination based upon: race; color; ethnicity; national origin; religion; gender; gender identity; sexual
orientation; disability.
Examples of prohibited behavior include, but are not limited to refusal of service based on membership in
one or more of the abovementioned groups ("Protected Groups"); derogatory or demeaning remarks
against Protected Groups including the use of racial slurs, jokes and similar language; expressing support,
sympathy or glorification of hate propaganda, hate groups, and members of such groups.

6.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DMCA

Our Service may not include content that infringes upon or violates the rights of any third party, including
copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity, or other personal or proprietary rights. You should only share
content that you own, or that you are otherwise authorized to share. Any infringing and/or unauthorized
content you share will be subject to a takedown. Multiple violations may lead to a permanent suspension
of your account.
If you believe your rights have been infringed, please refer to our Terms of Use "Notice and Takedown of
infringing content" section and report it to us.

